Crooklets
(GR 201073) Just north of Crooklets beach (Bude) a wide path leads down to the south end of Wrangle
point beach (page 186). Sirens rock (for want of a better name) is the foreshore rock more or less in
front of the end of the path.

1 Giddy 35 feet E7 6b
An excellent route. Climb left of the obvious small triangular pocket on poor holds until a good resting
hold in a shallow scoop is gained. Make a committing move left for a flat edge, then make a long reach
above for a good jug and easier climbing. Alleged to be easier for the tall, grade can change depending
what is covering the beach.
2 Shelia 35 feet E3 6a
Very worthwhile start to the right of Giddy. Straight forward climbing past some slots leads to some
small diagonal cracks (gear). Finish direct up the slab (bold).
3 Chocolate Starfish 30 feet MVS 4b
The crack to the right of Sheila. Variation finish 4b follows the left hand crack.
4 Dribbles 30 feet S
Just right of chocolate starfish is a slab, which is slightly undercut. Climb this.
5 Rusty Bullethole 25 feet V Diff
The crack right of Dribbles.
6 Sheriffs Badge 25 feet V Diff
The crack right of Rusty bullet hole.
7 Smears 25 feet V Diff
Just right of the previous is a small groove leading to a small overlap. Follow this and the slab above to
the top.
8 £10 25 feet V Diff
The slab to the right of smears.
9 Minkie 30 feet S
The big crackline on the left. Scramble off leftwards.
10 Sea View 30 feet V Diff
Follow the lefthand arête and slab, finish as for Minkie.
Fuel Crisis 30 feet E4 6a
100 yards north of sirens rock is a slab with 4 pegs in it. Climb past these to lower of the last peg. They
look a little old.

